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A comprehensive review of all published scholarship on the Black Panther 
Party (BPP) leads to the inescapable conclusion that the huge recent upsurge 
in historical writing about the Panthers begins from a surprisingly weak and 
modest foundation. More than a decade ago, two major BPP autobiographies, 
Elaine Brown’s A Taste of Power (1992) and David Hilliard’s This Side of Glory 
(1993), along with Hugh Pearson’s widely reviewed book on the late BPP 
co-founder Huey P. Newton, The Shadow of the Panther (1994), represented a 
first-generation revisiting of the Oakland-based group that sprang to life in 
1966 but sputtered out of existence in 1982. Yet aside from thoughtful and 
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perceptive survey treatments of the BPP in two broader, more synoptic recent 
scholarly histories, Jeffrey O. G. Ogbar’s Black Power: Radical Politics and African 
American Identity (2004) and Peniel E. Joseph’s Waiting ‘Til the Midnight Hour: 
A Narrative History of Black Power in America (2006), the list of truly valuable 
previous work concerning the Panthers is amazingly thin: Eric Cummins’s 
unfortunately little-known The Rise and Fall of California’s Radical Prison Move-
ment (1994), articles by Errol A. Henderson (1997) and Erika Doss (1998), two 
chapters by Ollie A. Johnson III (1998) and Reynaldo Anderson (2005) in edited 
volumes, and a series of first-rate contributions by Scot Brown, all focusing 
on a rival group and culminating with Fighting For US: Maulana Karenga, the 
US Organization, and Black Cultural Nationalism (2003).1

 But the past fifteen months have witnessed the publication of six significant 
new books, ranging from an important memoir by the BPP’s longtime head 
of security to a valuable study of how the media and pop culture contributed 
overwhelmingly to the Panthers’ notoriety and fame. Paul Bass and Douglas 
Rae’s exceptionally thorough examination of the Panthers’ infamous 1969 
Connecticut murder of their young colleague Alex Rackley, falsely accused of 
being a government informant, is more “true-crime” than academic history, but 
the other new titles run the university-press gamut from brief and sometimes 
incisive (Paul Alkebulan) to rich and discursive (Curtis Austin) to an edited 
volume whose chapters vary greatly in quality (Lazerow and Williams).

Panther scholarship would benefit immensely from a detailed and com-
prehensive narrative history that gives special care to how rapidly the BPP 
evolved through a succession of extremely fundamental changes. The BPP of 
September 1968 was dramatically different from the BPP of September 1967, 
and the Panthers’ situation in December 1969 was radically different from 
what it had been a year earlier or what it would be a year later. Far too much 
of what has been written about the BPP fails to specify expressly which pe-
riod of Panther history is being addressed or characterized, and interpretive 
clarity, and accuracy, will benefit greatly from a far more explicit appreciation 
and identification of the major turning points in the BPP’s eventually tragic 
evolution. In particular, both Newton’s initial confinement for the shooting 
death of an Oakland policeman in October 1967, and the explosive falling out 
between Newton and the BPP’s incendiary Eldridge Cleaver in February 1971, 
need to be consistently acknowledged as points in time that marked decisive 
transformations—one ironically positive, and one destructively negative—in 
the BPP’s brief life.

For non-specialists, a chronological summation is very much in order. New-
ton and Bobby Seale co-founded the Black Panther Party for Self-Defense in 
October 1966, and a few months later instituted their initial defining activity: 
armed patrols that closely monitored Oakland police behavior in the city’s 
black neighborhoods. In February 1967 armed BPP members escorted Betty 
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Shabazz, the widow of Malcolm X, during a Bay Area visit, and in April 
Panthers protested the police shooting of a young black man in the East Bay 
north of Berkeley. On May 2, some thirty gun-carrying Panthers marched 
into the California state capitol in Sacramento to protest a bill sponsored by 
an Oakland-area legislator that would outlaw their carrying loaded firearms 
in public.2

The Sacramento demonstration brought the Panthers their first national 
news media attention, but over the ensuing five months the Party grew 
little if at all.3 Co-founder Bobby Seale asserted years later that there were 
“about seventy-five” members when Newton’s October shoot-out occurred, 
but David Hilliard remembered the true total as being twelve and another 
key early officer, BPP Field Marshal Donald Cox, said the actual number was 
“between five and 10.”4 Then came the October 28 shooting incident that left 
Oakland police officer John Frey dead and both Newton and a second officer 
seriously wounded.

Newton was jailed and charged with murder, but as David Hilliard later 
wrote, the shoot-out marked the start of “the second life of the Party” (p. 3). 
That ironic result was largely the handiwork of Newton and Seale’s most 
important and influential recruit, Eldridge Cleaver, an aspiring writer who 
had gravitated to the Panthers in the spring of 1967 after being released from 
a lengthy prison sentence in December 1966. Along with his soon-to-be-wife, 
Kathleen Neal Cleaver, and graphic artist Emory Douglas, the BPP’s Minister of 
Culture, Cleaver launched a “Free Huey” campaign that, by the time Newton’s 
murder trial commenced in July 1968, became one of the iconic social protest 
themes of the late 1960s. The Cleavers and Douglas also were instrumental in 
expanding the BPP’s monthly newspaper into a regularly published weekly 
that quickly became a mainstay of the party’s public identity. Cleaver, working 
as the BPP’s Minister of Information, also initiated outreach efforts aimed at 
creating alliances, or mergers, with other radical groups both white and black, 
most notably the Peace and Freedom Party (PFP) and the splintering Student 
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), previously a mainstay of the 
southern black freedom struggle.5

The PFP alliance flourished, while the SNCC linkage soon foundered acri-
moniously, but hardly five months after Newton’s shooting and jailing, Cleaver 
ended up in a major police gunfight of his own, one which cost the Panthers’ 
their first fatality, a seventeen-year-old member nicknamed Lil’ Bobby Hutton. 
Oakland police may have intentionally killed Hutton, or Hutton may have tried 
to flee after purporting to surrender, but years later David Hilliard, Emory 
Douglas, and even Cleaver himself all admitted that Cleaver had purposely 
sought out an armed confrontation with the police.6

That shoot-out put Cleaver in jail until a judge released him in mid-June, 
but the “Free Huey” bandwagon continued to gain steam, with new Panther 
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chapters opening in cities from Seattle to New York. Newton’s murder trial got 
underway in mid-July amidst impressive daily Panther protests in downtown 
Oakland, but in early September Newton was convicted of manslaughter, 
as opposed to murder.7 Three weeks later an appeals court ordered Cleaver 
returned to prison to await his own trial, and when California’s top court 
refused to intercede, Cleaver fled to Cuba, and eventually to Algeria, rather 
than surrender.8

The Panthers were thus bereft of their two most heralded and influential fig-
ures just as the Party’s ranks—and notoriety—reached new heights. Cleaver’s 
autobiographical memoir, Soul on Ice (1968), had won widespread praise and 
attention following its early spring publication, and in its wake much of the 
coverage accorded the BPP by the nation’s number one news outlet, the New 
York Times, was strikingly favorable. One front-page story called Cleaver “a 
very effective leader, a brilliant writer,” and another reported that in the Bay 
Area, the BPP was “quietly building significant relationships in the Negro 
community,” especially with churches. Reporter Earl Caldwell—whose insight-
ful coverage of the Panthers from 1968 until 1971 is an invaluable historical 
resource—quoted Donald Cox as saying, “We’re trying to get people over 
the fear that we’re some kind of monsters,” and the story implied they were 
succeeding.9

But further problems lay right ahead. Just before fleeing, Cleaver had 
told Caldwell that the Party was struggling to control what Caldwell termed 
“criminal types coming into the organization to serve criminal purposes.” “We 
know there are some people that we have got to get rid of,” Cleaver had said, 
and by January 1969 a wide-ranging internal BPP purge was underway.10 Even 
more dangerous was the hateful animosity that was intensifying between the 
BPP’s Los Angeles chapter, now headed by former gang leader Alprentice 
“Bunchy” Carter, whom Cleaver had recruited into the BPP after befriending 
him in prison, and US, a well-armed cultural nationalist organization led by 
Ron (later Maulana) Karenga. Both Clayborne Carson and Jeffrey Ogbar have 
written powerfully about how Cleaver and Carter’s excessive and vitupera-
tive attacks upon US fueled unnecessary tensions, and on January 17, 1969, 
a physical confrontation between BPP and US members at the University of 
California at Los Angeles culminated with an US gunman, Claude Hubert-
Gaidi, shooting to death both Carter and fellow Panther John Huggins.11

Scot Brown’s fine scholarship remains by far the most thorough and de-
pendable treatment of Carter and Huggins’s deaths.12 Three US members were 
convicted for their roles in the killings, though neither Hubert-Gaidi nor Harold 
Jones-Tawala, another US member involved in the confrontation, have ever 
been located or taken into custody. While the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
was already at that time moving to exacerbate the US-BPP feud, through its 
disruptive “Black Nationalist Hate Group” COINTELPRO initiatives, almost 
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all of those FBI efforts post-dated Carter and Huggins’s killings. Although 
much sloppy and undependable writing has presumed or declared that the 
FBI was responsible for those two murders, the 1976 conclusion of the U. S. 
Senate Church Committee investigation into the FBI’s anti-Panther program 
merits quotation: “we have been unable to establish a direct link between any 
of the FBI’s specific efforts to promote violence and particular acts of violence 
that occurred.”13

The same month that marked the tragedy of those deaths, and the start of 
the BPP’s internal security purge, also witnessed the launch of what would 
become the Party’s signature “survival program”—its free breakfast for children 
project. The program brought the BPP significant laudatory press coverage, 
and when the Panthers similarly soon initiated “liberation school” classes in 
several cities, more public attention followed.14 Paul Alkebulan observes that 
the “survival programs were originally instituted not only to serve the people 
but also to improve the party’s image in the black community by providing 
positive, disciplined activities for the membership,” yet Curtis Austin concludes 
that “the degree of success the programs had remains unclear” (Alkebulan, 
p. 29; Austin, p. 262).15

That landmark programmatic innovation did not bring an end to the BPP’s 
burgeoning legal problems. In early April 1969, twenty-one New York-area 
Panthers were indicted and jailed for what prosecutors claimed was a far-
reaching plot to bomb various buildings and rail lines.16 In early May Oakland 
Panthers firebombed a neighborhood store that had donated only one dozen 
eggs, rather than the requested six dozen, to the BPP’s free breakfast program, 
and ten days after that, nineteen-year-old Panther Alex Rackley was shot to 
death in a Connecticut marsh by two fellow Panthers who had falsely been 
told that Rackley was a government informant.17

Rackley’s murder was ordered and overseen by self-styled Panther enforcer 
George Sams, who had brought the young man up from New York City only 
three days earlier and then supervised a hellacious inquisition during which 
Rackley was beaten, burned, and scalded with boiling water. Eight New Haven 
Panthers were charged with murder, and in mid-August, after George Sams 
was arrested in Canada, BPP chairman Bobby Seale, whom Sams alleged 
ordered the killing, was also indicted and taken into custody.

A year later, one of the two actual gunmen, Warren Kimbro, confessed and 
pled guilty, and the second, Lonnie McLucas, was convicted and sentenced 
to twelve- to fifteen-years imprisonment. Seale was subsequently acquitted, 
as jurors understandably declined to credit Sams’s testimony. But, as James 
T. Campbell memorably puts it in his chapter in the Lazerow and Williams 
volume, the legal charges aside, “something was clearly amiss in the political 
culture of an organization whose members would willingly torture a man 
they had just met based solely on the testimony of [Sams,] another complete 
stranger” (p. 101).
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Far too many scholars have failed to address the issue that Campbell ar-
ticulates so poignantly in highlighting what he rightly terms “a watershed in 
Panther history” (p. 101). Curtis Austin acknowledges that the “New Haven 
Panthers followed in lockstep behind Sams’s actions,” but simply remarks that 
“for whatever reason, no one bothered to question his antics” (p. 290). Austin 
also regrettably repeats the wholly unsubstantiated claim that “Sams was an 
FBI informer who pretended to be from [BPP] headquarters in Oakland,” an 
error in which other scholars are likewise complicit (p. 211).18

Mid-1969 saw the BPP struggling to alter its style and message just as it 
came under increasing law enforcement investigation and pressure. In late July, 
Earl Caldwell wrote that “great change has taken place in the Black Panther 
party.” Guns “are almost not seen now,” and “the four letter-words that had 
been so much a part of the rhetoric just a few months ago”—especially before 
Cleaver’s flight abroad—“were gone” too. Describing BPP headquarters as a 
“crisp businesslike operation,” Caldwell highlighted how “the enemy is no 
longer just whitey. The Panthers define the enemy now as capitalism and 
imperialism and racism.” Bobby Seale, he added, now declared that “Black 
racism is just as bad as white racism.”19

But by September the FBI had intensified its COINTELPRO efforts, and 
armed clashes between local police forces and Panthers included a November 
shootout in which two Chicago officers and one Panther were killed. Three 
weeks later an early-morning raid ended with Illinois Panther leaders Fred 
Hampton and Mark Clark dead from police gunfire. Following those deaths, 
Earl Caldwell wrote, the BPP’s Oakland headquarters exhibited a “siege-like 
atmosphere,” and Party chief of staff David Hilliard announced that the BPP 
now advocated “the very direct overthrow of the Government by way of force 
and violence. By picking up guns and moving against it,” the BPP recognized 
that “the only solution . . . is armed struggle.”20 

Panther membership was down by half from an estimated five thousand 
a year earlier, yet while the law enforcement clashes had sapped the BPP’s 
strength, Caldwell reported that “they also appear to have generated broader 
support—from both the black and white communities—than the Panthers 
were ever able to muster before.”21 A famous instance of that support came 
in mid-January 1970, when conductor Leonard Bernstein hosted a BPP fund-
raising party that attracted both news coverage and editorial criticism. In the 
next morning’s New York Times, the two featured Panthers, Donald Cox and 
Henry Mitchell, were portrayed most favorably, but an ensuing Times editorial 
rebuked “elegant slumming that degrades patrons and patronized alike.” Tom 
Wolfe’s lengthy account of the event did not appear in print until almost four 
months later, but “Radical Chic: That Party at Lenny’s” “arguably shaped the 
historical memory of the Panthers and their white supporters—and indeed 
the memory of the sixties generally—more than any other single journalistic 
piece,” Michael Staub has asserted.22
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But arch send-ups were the least of the BPP’s problems. With Cleaver a 
fugitive, Newton in prison, and Seale in custody in Connecticut awaiting 
trial for Rackley’s murder, the BPP was more bereft of leadership than ever. 
Donald Cox left the country in spring 1970, and in Oakland David Hilliard 
and his brother June functioned as the party’s commanders. Publication of 
the party’s weekly newspaper remained the BPP’s defining activity, even 
more than the free-breakfast program, but the functional independence from 
national headquarters that many chapters enjoyed underscores the analytical 
value of James T. Campbell’s suggestion in the Lazerow and Williams volume 
that “the BPP may not have been a single national movement at all but rather 
a congeries of local movements” (p. 99).

Insightful and original work can be done on the BPP and particularly its 
local chapters by historians who thoroughly mine often-obscure contempora-
neous sources—old newspaper stories and court files plus FBI documents that 
are obtainable through Freedom of Information Act requests —and rigorously 
yet empathetically interview both surviving Panthers and those who covered 
or investigated them. Roz Payne’s memorably titled chapter in the Lazerow 
and Williams volume, “WACing Off: Gossip, Sex, Race and Politics in the 
World of FBI Special Case Agent William A. Cohendet,” represents a unique 
and highly instructive effort to probe how one San Francisco-based daily ob-
server of the BPP perceived and portrayed the Party’s activities. As Kenneth 
O’Reilly emphasized previously, Cohendet and his superiors in the FBI’s San 
Francisco field office “questioned how serious was the Black Panther threat 
to the nation’s security” before reluctantly succumbing to J. Edgar Hoover’s 
insistence that the BPP be intensely targeted.23 Similarly original, yet utterly 
different, is Jama Lazerow’s own finely honed portrait of an otherwise utterly 
obscure Panther from New Bedford, Massachusetts, Frank “Parky” Grace. His 
erratic but energetic life exhibited “a porous boundary between his criminal 
and political activity,” and Lazerow suggests that Grace exemplifies how the 
Panthers were “forever skirting the border . . . between radical politics and 
illegal activity” (pp. 134, 135).

Reynaldo Anderson’s 2005 chapter on the BPP chapter in Des Moines, Iowa, 
is another highly suggestive example of how thorough grassroots scholarship 
can richly improve Panther historiography. Jane Rhodes’ Framing the Panthers 
sketches how important the BPP newspaper was in the daily life of the party, 
particularly since the net income of $40,000 a month made it the BPP’s largest 
source of funds. “Selling and producing the newspaper became a concrete 
activity for Panther members searching for some tangible result for their often 
symbolic efforts” (p. 105). Anderson’s interviews with former Iowa Panthers, 
however, reflect the friction that developed when Oakland headquarters 
ordered local branches to focus on selling more copies of the newspaper. 
“Distribution had become such a financial crutch. They were pushing paper 
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distribution over any other works for the party,” former Panther Charles Knox 
told Anderson. “It was a quota kind of thing” (p. 292).24

On May 29, 1970, in a surprise ruling that promised the unexpected return 
of the BPP’s now widely lionized co-founder, a California appellate court 
overturned Huey Newton’s conviction for the 1967 shooting of Officer Frey. 
Newton would not actually be freed until California’s highest court considered 
prosecutors’ appeal, but the Newton whom Earl Caldwell visited in prison in 
early July seemed radically different from the revolutionary image that had 
been immortalized world-wide—especially by a famous picture showing a 
seated Newton holding a spear in one hand and a shotgun in the other—dur-
ing the almost three years he had been incarcerated. “We’ve never advocated 
violence,” Newton told Caldwell, and “he says he is not the Huey P. Newton 
in the poster.” Indeed, Caldwell stated that Newton “does not fit that image” 
and quoted Newton as saying his ambition was simply “a Democratic Socialist 
society free of racism.”25

As Peniel Joseph rightly observes in Waiting ‘Til the Midnight Hour, the BPP 
“had changed dramatically” during Newton’s long absence. On one hand the 
party had grown tremendously during 1968, and then contracted significantly 
during 1969. Equally if not more importantly, however, Newton and Seale’s 
initial “rhetoric of self-defense” had been “ratcheted up toward advocacy of 
revolutionary violence” first by Cleaver and, since his flight abroad, by David 
Hilliard (p. 250). That stance and Newton’s agenda stood in undeniable tension, 
but the most immediate problem, as Joseph again has emphasized, was that 
the Huey Newton who was released from custody on August 5 “proved to be 
a major disappointment,” especially as a political speaker, when compared to 
his heroic public image (p. 254).26

The BPP had grown from almost nothing, to a major political presence, 
during Newton’s incarceration, yet Newton seemed unprepared—and perhaps 
unable—to offer meaningful leadership to the new organization he suddenly 
inherited. Cleaver’s ideological spirit loomed large, and during the fall BPP 
efforts to establish a multi-racial Revolutionary Peoples’ Constitutional Conven-
tion eventually came to naught.27 In January 1971 Newton expelled from the 
BPP Elmer “Geronimo” Pratt, a mainstay of the Los Angeles chapter whose 
legal troubles reflected his loyalty to Cleaver’s revolutionary stance. That 
move initiated a fundamental sundering of the Party. Two weeks later two of 
the leading Panthers who were defendants in the New York bombing case, 
plus Newton’s personal secretary, suddenly fled the country, and Newton’s 
expulsion of them from the BPP put the Panthers’ internal schism on the front 
page of the New York Times.28

From there matters tumbled downhill rapidly and tragically. On February 
26, during a live broadcast link-up that allowed Eldridge Cleaver in Algiers 
and Huey Newton in Oakland to speak directly, and publicly, to each other, 
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the two leaders angrily criticized and attacked each other. In the wake of that 
call, Newton expelled Cleaver and his supporters from the BPP, and Cleaver 
attempted to carry on a Panther party of his own. In another front-page Times 
story, Earl Caldwell stated that the BPP “is now only a skeleton of what it 
was just a year ago,” and San Francisco news reports that the now-reclusive 
Newton was quietly living in an expensive lake-front penthouse apartment 
created further turmoil in Party ranks. Then the schism turned deadly, with 
Robert “Spider” Webb, a Cleaver ally, murdered on a Harlem street corner, 
and William Seidler, a white Philadelphia storeowner who was a crucial 
Cleaver faction ally and contact, assassinated in a purported robbery. Four 
weeks later, Sam Napier, a Newton supporter and circulation manager for 
the BPP newspaper, was tortured and then executed by Cleaver henchmen 
in Queens, New York.29

Those murders “signaled the beginning of the end of the Black Panther 
Party as a national organization,” Peniel Joseph has rightly observed (p. 
267). “Nationally, hundreds of Panthers quit or resigned, confused by the 
constant stream of recriminations and acts of random violence that punctu-
ated the party’s split” (p. 268). Bobby Seale returned to Oakland in May after 
being acquitted of involvement in Rackley’s murder, but Newton’s renewed 
emphasis on building up BPP community service programs, particularly a 
successful “liberation school” for elementary-age children in Oakland, masked 
a simultaneous concentration of all BPP power and authority in his increas-
ingly mercurial hands.

Early in 1972 Newton ordered the BPP’s entire remaining nationwide mem-
bership to move to Oakland so that all energies could be focused on winning 
local-level governmental power through a new stress on electoral politics. The 
order for Panthers to disengage from their hometown roots led to a further 
drop in the Party’s now-modest ranks, but in Oakland almost a dozen BPP 
members or supporters won seats on community development and local plan-
ning councils in mid-1972. The Party geared up for a major 1973 campaign 
in which Seale would run for mayor of Oakland and Newton loyalist Elaine 
Brown for a city council seat. Neither candidacy was successful, though both 
won more-than-respectable vote totals. Yet “the impact of the electoral defeat 
was devastating on the Party because its members had invested so much time 
and effort in the campaigns,” Ollie Johnson has written. “Shortly after the 
election, many Panthers resigned from the Party because of disappointment, 
exhaustion, and disillusionment” (p. 405).30

The Oakland consolidation also marked the increasingly visible emergence 
of outright criminality in top BPP ranks. Both Alkebulan and Austin assert 
that a Party “underground” existed as early as 1967, and Flores Forbes con-
fesses that “everything we did” from 1972 forward “was geared toward some 
type of futuristic belief in an armed struggle that would be waged in secret 
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while the Party continued to develop its political base of support through the 
electoral process.” (Alkebulan, p. 92; Austin, p. 149; Forbes, p. 75). But while 
Forbes, and Newton, may have imagined in 1972 that the Party’s well-armed 
gunmen might eventually be used for revolutionary ends, Newton’s gang-like 
“squad” actually did little more than prey on Oakland drug dealers so as to 
finance Newton’s late-night lifestyle and their own often-violent escapades.31 
Both Jeffrey Ogbar and Peniel Joseph, as well as the late Hugh Pearson, have 
previously confronted how “Newton the revolutionary” was, in Joseph’s 
words, “replaced by Newton the racketeer” (p. 287), but Austin addresses this 
dimension of the BPP’s activities more directly and bluntly than any previous 
scholar. “There is no doubt,” he writes, that Newton “and his henchmen used 
violence to extort money from people involved in vice in Oakland. Nor is 
there any doubt that Newton mistreated and abused fellow party members” 
in the post-1972 period (p. 339).32

The final denouement took eight long years. Early in 1974 Newton expelled 
David and June Hilliard, and in July Bobby Seale left the Party. In early Au-
gust witnesses saw Newton shoot and kill a seventeen-year-old black female 
streetwalker, and soon thereafter Newton fled to Cuba. Elaine Brown took 
charge in his absence, but in December the Party’s bookkeeper, Betty Van Pat-
ter, disappeared under mysterious circumstances before her body was found 
in San Francisco Bay. Brown gave the Party significant political heft within 
Oakland, but soon after Newton returned to the United States in 1977 to face 
the pending murder charge, “Fly” Forbes and his fellow Panther gunmen 
botched an attempt to assassinate the key eyewitness against Newton and 
instead left one of their own men dead at the scene. One month later Brown 
quit the Party and left Oakland. By 1980 the BPP had shrunk to twenty-seven 
members, most of whom worked at the Party’s Oakland school, and in 1982 
the school, and the Party, passed from the scene. Embezzlement charges 
were subsequently filed against Newton for siphoning funds away from the 
school; soon after pleading no contest to those charges in 1989, Newton was 
killed by a Oakland drug dealer from whom he was demanding free goods. 
He was 47. Eldridge Cleaver, who had returned to the United States in 1975, 
become a born-again Christian and then a conservative Republican, died in 
1998 at age 62.33

Scholarly analyses of the BPP’s rise and fall often cite the Party’s rigidly 
centralized and authoritarian leadership structure as one of its most defining 
attributes. Since Newton and Seale from the very beginning styled the BPP as a 
“vanguard” or Leninist-style enterprise, some writers accept this characteristic 
as natural, but the most trenchant of scholars highlight it as a fatal flaw.34 As 
Errol Henderson wrote a decade ago, “the antagonistic language of Marxism-
Leninism, vanguardism, and the cult of personality allowed for purges and 
the excommunication of people and families in a manner unforeseen in the 
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Black community.”35 Curtis Austin makes the same point just as forcefully: 
“this paramilitary structure ensured individuals in leadership positions held 
absolute power over members of the rank-and-file. This autocratic structure 
eventually encouraged much of the internal violence experienced by party 
members” (pp. 36–7).

Historians regularly have rued the BPP’s failure to develop any internal, 
democratic processes and have appreciated how the Party’s entirely top-down 
decision-making in time hugely distanced the Oakland commanders from the 
Panthers’ actual grassroots workers.36 From this perspective the BPP could 
hardly have been more profoundly different from SNCC, whose internal deci-
sion-making was supremely intense but never left anyone believing they had 
been ignored or silenced. Indeed, any historian familiar with scholarly debates 
about the Communist Party USA will see parallels when reading about the 
BPP, as in Paul Alkebulan’s declaration that “rank-and-file members were the 
heart and soul of the BPP” (p. 132). “The rank and file,” he writes, “pushed the 
community programs uphill against the misdeeds” of the national leadership, 
who “seemed determined to push the party downhill” (p. 121).

Indeed, Ernest Allen Jr. put a memorable phrase to this theme some years 
ago when he observed that “the behavior of Party members remains stamped 
with a certain, intractable duality” as free-breakfast programs went arm-in-
arm with violent criminality. Former Seattle Panther Aaron Dixon put it quite 
similarly after recounting how he had shot his rifle at a neighborhood fire 
station so that firemen “couldn’t fight the fires we were setting around the 
city.” “We had a split personality,” he explained. “You could see us patrolling 
here with rifles and shotguns. And then later you’d see us over there serving 
free breakfasts to school kids.”37

This duality poses a major challenge to historians, for on the one hand, as 
Paul Alkebulan puts it, “rank-and-file Panthers are adamant that it was their 
work that kept the survival programs functioning, and they want their stories 
told” (p. 164). On the other, however, Curtis Austin writes that “it remains 
difficult and nearly impossible to get Panthers to talk about the controversial 
aspects of party history” (p. 304). Indeed, Austin says, “when it comes to 
details about certain ‘actions,’ whether they be bank robberies or the killing 
of snitches and informants, only so much can be known. None of the surviv-
ing Panthers are willing to discuss openly certain activities, since many of 
their comrades remain in jail” and “others, understandably, do not want to 
incriminate themselves” (p. 151). He adds that “murder, conspiracy to murder, 
and attempted murder represent no small problems for former Panthers,” as 
they also do for historians who seek to write honest and complete accounts 
of the BPP and its dual realities (p. 152).

The Panthers’ authoritarian structure also raises an interpretive question 
articulated most incisively by the writer Adam Hochschild over a decade 
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ago: “does the very nature of an armed, undemocratic sect make it fatally 
prone to influence by the reckless, whether F.B.I. spies or hotheads out for 
their own gain?38 Historians of the Panthers who want to carefully and criti-
cally gauge the actual effects of FBI and local police informant penetration of 
the BPP must first familiarize themselves with the excellent analyses of this 
issue that have been authored by academic sociologists, and especially with 
Gary Marx’s insightful conclusion that the presence of such informants has 
significantly greater impact on hierarchical, secrecy-obsessed “closed” groups 
such as the Communist Party USA than upon the more “open” groups usually 
found in modern American social protest movements.39 Most particularly, as 
this present writer asked almost twenty years ago, was it actually “activists’ 
expectations of informers’ presence,” rather than whatever infiltration may or 
may not have occurred, that really had the most significant internal impact 
on groups such as the BPP?40

Books as different as Forbes’s memoir and Bass and Rae’s account of 
Rackley’s murder agree on that dynamic. As Forbes writes, “because of all 
the so-called agents, people in the Party were very paranoid,” and it was that 
paranoia, far more than anything else, that made BPP members so willing to 
accept as valid so many of the fraudulent, usually-anonymous letters that 
COINTELPRO initiatives sent their way containing divisive and often false 
allegations against their colleagues (p. 37). As Errol Henderson has said, “COIN-
TELPRO was an external manipulation that capitalized on internal weaknesses 
and contradictions,” or as this writer put it in 1988, “widespread suspicion 
of informant penetration provided fertile ground for accusations of betrayal 
whenever movement tensions led to angry, personal recriminations.”41

More explicitly than any other scholar, Jeffrey Ogbar has argued that the 
BPP’s desire to recruit the so-called “lumpen,” or criminally predisposed 
“brothers off the block,” predestined the Party for internal violence and even-
tual collapse. Furthermore, “the glorification of drinking, tolerance of drugs, 
physical intimidation, and widespread public use of profanity ultimately 
isolated the Panthers from many black people,” Ogbar writes (p. 122). Forbes 
admits that even in 1972, “we realized that we had alienated parts of the 
community with our rhetoric, bravado, and just outright bad behavior,” but 
nonetheless the latter continued unabated (p. 80). As Paul Alkebulan adds, 
“the result was that being a Panther was no longer something that community 
residents routinely honored and respected” (p. 95).

Soon after Brown and Hilliard’s autobiographies were published, Ellen 
DuBois observed that “the issue of sexuality is closely related to that of Pan-
ther militarism and violence.” Some weeks earlier, the author Alice Walker, 
in a provocative New York Times op-ed essay headlined “Black Panthers or 
Black Punks?” had wondered publicly how the Panthers’ “desperate need 
to demonstrate ‘manhood’” should be understood relative to the fact that 
Cleaver and other leaders had done serious prison time and seemed acutely 
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sensitive to “the charge of being a punk.”42 Walker’s article suggested that 
the Panthers’ distinct proclivity for homophobic name-calling might best 
be understood as masking deeper homoerotic fears, and years later Jeffrey 
Ogbar obliquely noted how for many Panthers, particularly those who most 
employed homophobic insults, guns represented “an extension of manhood 
itself” (pp. 100–1).43

Erica Doss argued in 1998 that the BPP’s “extraordinarily astute” use of 
visual imagery, particularly Emory Douglas’s powerful drawings in the Party 
newspaper, emphasized “the definition and manifestation of black masculinity” 
above all else (pp. 489, 493). She further suggested that patronage like Leon-
ard Bernstein’s reflected “the awe that the Panthers’ image, not their politics, 
held for many.” Doss detailed how “many of those attracted to the Panthers 
were also especially enamored with the spectacle of their masculinity,” and 
exhibited a “fixation with the exotica, and erotica, of their masculinity” (p. 
509). She believed that such objectification detached the Panthers’ appeal 
from their substantive political agenda, an argument that Edward P. Morgan 
echoes in part in his chapter in Lazerow and Williams. News coverage that 
emphasized the BPP’s dramatic public behavior, as in Sacramento, and not 
its policy agenda, reinforced the Panthers’ path toward symbolic actions 
rather than substantive work, Morgan argues. “In the absence of any serious 
consideration of radical ideas within mainstream discourse, ‘radical’ came to 
be defined, in short, by militant behavior” (p. 328).44

Jane Rhodes’s Framing the Panthers develops this perspective at greatest 
length, and carefully traces how the Panthers sprang onto television news 
shows and the front pages of newspapers during the course of 1968. “By the 
end of the year, the words ‘Black Panther’ would be ubiquitous in headlines 
across the country,” and the Panthers themselves had become “an enduring 
part of popular culture” (pp. 117, 246). The BPP offered “a sensational sce-
nario of guns and aggression,” and the “theatricality of the Panthers’ protest 
style,” along with Party leaders’ rhetorical hyperbole, represented a “symbolic 
deployment of violence” (pp. 82, 74, 240). Like Doss, Rhodes too emphasizes 
how the Panthers’ “swaggering, sometimes violent, hyper-masculine aggres-
siveness” was central to the BPP’s popular appeal (p. 94).

Rhodes writes that nowadays, “to celebrate the image of the Panthers as 
heroes is an act of assertion and empowerment for many black Americans,” 
and that reclaiming the Panthers evinces “the romance of heroic black mascu-
linity” (pp. 13, 324). BPP historiography is replete with laudatory declarations, 
ranging from the unduly simple—“the BPP produced an illustrious legacy”—to 
the downright dubious: the Party “created a vibrant movement culture that 
nourished and sustained members’ activism.”45 Paul Alkebulan more plausibly 
contends that “it is nothing short of amazing that local Panthers were able to 
accomplish as much as they did, given their relative inexperience, resource 
scarcity, and government enmity,” but Curtis Austin’s claim that “the example 
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set by the BPP, despite the organization’s shortcomings, faults, rivalries, and 
weaknesses, was essentially a good one” seems overly charitable (Alkebulan, 
p. 74; Austin, p. 141).

Berkeley sociologist Bob Blauner testified on Huey Newton’s behalf as an 
expert witness during Newton’s 1968 trial for the killing of Officer Frey. A 
quarter-century later, Blauner confessed that “in retrospect I—and others—did 
not take the militarism of the party seriously enough, believing that the rifles, 
uniforms and drilling were largely symbolic. People like me did not want to 
believe that such a militaristic methodology might indeed have fascistic impli-
cations. The rationale that we didn’t know what was happening is lame. That 
excuse has been heard before. The truth is that we didn’t want to know.”46

Blauner’s verdict on the BPP is much harsher than any specialist Panther 
historians will voice, but it is far from alone among left-liberal (albeit almost 
entirely white) scholars. Writing in The Nation many years ago, political scientist 
Ross K. Baker declared that “both officialdom and the radical world attributed 
an efficacy to the Panthers which was far beyond their actual strength.” Curtis 
Austin concedes that the BPP had “a public presence far out of proportion to its 
numbers,” but that admission is distant indeed from Hugh Pearson’s complaint 
about writers “paying so much attention to an organization that, arguably, in 
so many ways amounted to little more than a temporary media phenomenon” 
(Austin, p. xvii, Pearson, p. 347). Those with a special affection for the BPP may 
dismiss black essayist Stanley Crouch’s bemoaning “our bizarrely romantic 
sense of the Panther years” just as quickly as they do Pearson, but the roster 
of respected social critics and historians who voice such sentiments is not a 
short one. Adam Hochschild laments that “there is something sad about this 
intense nostalgia for the party that once promised so much” but delivered so 
little, and civil rights historian Robert J. Norrell has deplored the “tendency to 
make heroes of people who seem to me didn’t really advance black interests 
very far.” Maurice Isserman, in the Radical History Review, has put it most 
strongly of all: “the Panthers’ impact on the African-American left in the late 
1960s was in my view an unmitigated disaster.”47

Perhaps the single greatest irony in Panther history is that their most hated 
and despised rivals, Maulana Karenga’s US, ended up having a greater long-
term impact on black America and U. S. society than did the BPP. Lazerow 
and Williams touch on this point when they note that “arguably, Panther 
reverberations have been greater in terms of culture than politics” (p. 9), but 
from this perspective Clayborne Carson stated the correct conclusion more 
precisely and appropriately in 2003: “cultural nationalism became the most 
enduring element of the Black Power movement,” and cultural nationalism 
is what the Panthers insisted they rejected and opposed.48

Nonetheless, BPP history has much it can teach us, if historians are will-
ing to honestly acknowledge, and present, the full panoply of the Panthers’  
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multi-layered rise and fall. Errol Henderson made the most basic point a 
decade ago: “the transformative power of the BPP was not in taking up the 
gun” but “in the provision of the community with patrols and development 
(survival) programs in a context of political education and activism” (p. 186). 
Paul Alkebulan likewise concludes that “democracy, responsibility, and open-
ness must prevail in community organizations,” but Curtis Austin articulates 
the bottom line better than any other scholar to date: the Black Panther Party’s 
“work and legacy should be honored. Its mistakes and foibles must likewise be 
understood and remembered so that the next generation of activists will know 
that power grows not from the barrels of guns, but from service to humanity 
and a willingness to provide that service despite difficulty and life-threatening 
obstacles” (Alkebulan, p. 132; Austin, p. 333).
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